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Effective Math Teaching Practices

• Establish mathematics goals to focus learning.
• Implement tasks that promote reasoning and problem 

solving.
• Use and connect mathematical representations.
• Facilitate meaningful mathematical discourse.
• Pose purposeful questions.
• Build procedural fluency from conceptual 

understanding.
• Support productive struggle in learning mathematics.
• Elicit and use evidence of  student thinking.

NCTM Principles to Actions: Ensuring Mathematical Success For All, 2014



The Daily 5 Second Edition: Fostering 
Literacy Independence In the Elementary 
Grades, Boushey & Moser, 2014

www.thedailycafe.co
m



• Develop independence, stamina, and 
accountability.

• The framework adapts to district-
adopted curriculums and state 
mandates.

• Teachers are able to meet differentiated 
needs, helping to ensure that all 
students meet standard. 

Benefits of The Math Daily 3:

www.thedailycafe.com



The Math Daily 3

Math by Myself
Math with Someone
Math Writing



• Primarily activity 
based

• Review and pre-
teach for upcoming 
lesson

• Practice & 
reinforce current 
content

Math By Myself



Math By Myself



• Students work 
with a partner 
or in a triad

• Explain & justify 
their thinking

• Work together 
to solidify 
understanding 
of current 
content

Math With Someone



Math With Someone



Math With Someone



Think - (Pair)- Share

Think of a topic you have taught 
recently or one that is coming up.

What activities have you used in the 
past that could work as a Math By 
Myself?

Write the grade or course,  then your 
activity (EX:  3rd – Multiplication 
Matching with Visuals & Answers)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min of personal reasoning time



Math Writing
Students express and 
articulate their thinking 
and understanding by 
working on a particular 
math problem or concept 
through pictures, 
numbers, and words or 
occasionally by creating 
problems of their own 



Math Writing

From Mathematical Mindsets 
by Jo Boaler, 2016



Math Writing – A Newsletter

From Mathematical 
Mindsets by Jo Boaler, 
2016



Math Writing –
A Newsletter

From Mathematical 
Mindsets by Jo Boaler, 
2016



Think - (Pair)- Share

Think of a topic you have 
taught recently or one that is 
coming up.

What activities could you use 
for Math Writing?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min of personal reasoning time



Daily 3 Sample Lesson Format

Focus Lesson 1  (I DO)
Daily 3 Round
Focus Lesson 2 (WE DO) 
Daily 3 Round
Focus Lesson 3 (Y’ALL DO/You do)
Daily 3 Round



The Daily 5 Second Edition: Fostering Literacy Independence In the Elementary Grades, Boushey & Moser, 2014



The Daily 5 Second Edition: Fostering Literacy Independence In the Elementary Grades, Boushey & Moser, 2014





Getting Started





#3  I-Chart Example

Students model, 
then there is a 
follow-up  ” if 
___continues to do 
these things, will he 
or she become a 
better 
mathematician?”



#3-5 Desirable Behaviors
Work on Math the Whole Time
Stay in One Spot
Get Started Right Away
Materials & Voice Quiet
Build Math Stamina
Persevere
Share Your Thinking Even If It’s Incomplete
Listen to Others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice the focus is on what students do, not what they shouldn’t do.  At-risk students often focus on what they hear at the end of a sentence of statement. 



Think - (Pair)- Share

What are some other desirable 
behaviors you might use?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min of personal reasoning time





#6 Check-Ins 

At each Daily 3 Round
Ask “What are you doing today?”
Students respond with: activity, goal, 

& strategy
“I am going to do Math By Myself.  My goal is 

solving 2 step equations. I am going to 
practice problems with negative numbers.”



#7 & 8  Placing Students Around the Room

 This is an opportunity for students to try out areas of 
the room and determine where they and others can 
be successful in being independent.

 Choose students with the most stamina first.  Place 
students quickly. So the first students don’t run out 
of stamina before you place all students.

 Teachers stay out of the way, while monitoring class 
behavior closely.  Look for the “barometer” students 
…those who run out of stamina first and then 
influence the rest.  We avoid direct eye contact 
during this time.



#10  How Did It Go

Below standard
Approaching standard
Meeting standard
Exceeding standard

Students rate themselves on each expected 
behavior, then set a goal for the next time.



Think - (Pair)- Share

Share some ideas for quickly 
gathering the info during “How 
Did It Go?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min of personal reasoning time





Key Ideas of The Daily 3

Building Independence (stamina)
Student choice & Accountability
Time to meet with small groups and/or 

individuals



Success with Student Choice

Knowing expectations
Possessing the skills to meet 

them
Being trusted to carry them out
Taking responsibility to do it



What If Students Get Stuck?

Reread the question (aloud)
Ask:

What is the question asking?
How could I rephrase this question?
What are the key parts of the problem?

Refer to available resources



Logistics 



Logistics



Logistics



Logistics



Think - (Pair)- Share

What are some other logistics 
challenges you can think of?

If possible reply with possible 
suggestions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min of personal reasoning time



More Formal Evaluation



More Formal Evaluation



Think - (Pair)- Share

What are some other ideas for 
student self-evaluation?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min of personal reasoning time



3 Read Protocol

1st Read:  What is this problem about?  
2nd Read: What are all of the numbers 

in this problem…or any words that 
mean numbers?

3rd Read: What are all of the ‘mathy’ 
questions you could ask about this 
situation?

Adapted from the work of Harold Asturias, Director of the Center for 
Mathematics Excellence and Equity at Lawrence Hall of Science, 
UC Berkeley



1st Read

Student Role: listen and think “What is this 
problem about?”…no numbers, just 
imagining the scene

Teacher Role:  Read the problem

Students Turn & Talk (Give them approx. 1 
min to discuss.)

Teacher surfaces & summarizes student 
conversations and clarifies any unfamiliar 
vocab



2nd Read

Student Role:  Read along with the teacher 
and think “What are all of the numbers or 
words that mean numbers?”

Teacher Role:  Choral Read the problem

Students Turn & Talk  (Give them approx. 40 
secs – 1 min to discuss.)

Teacher highlights the numbers with the 
units and draws a visual representation to 
connect to student responses



3rd Read
 Student Role:  Listen and think “What are all of 

the ‘mathy’ questions I could ask about this?”

 Teacher Role:  Read the problem or Have partners 
read to each other

 Give students a couple of sample questions that 
could be asked.  (Let them know it can be 
anything ‘mathy’ about the problem.)

 Students Turn & Talk  (Give them up to 5 mins to 
discuss depending on the time available.)

 Teacher highlights some of the suggested 
questions from easier/more obvious to 
harder/more “out of the box”



Let’s Try It Out – 1st Read



Let’s Try It Out – 2nd Read



Let’s Try It Out – 3rd Read

How many blue marbles are there?

How much weight does the bag need to 
hold if there are 700 marbles?

What’s the probability of randomly 
selecting a red marble?



Let’s Try It Out - Finish



Think - (Pair)- Share

Questions about the 3 Read 
Protocol?  Any anticipated 
challenges?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min of personal reasoning time



Questions?

bobbijoerb@icloud.com
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